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Repeated Readings of
Short Text:
Three Techniques
by Jeanne M. Jacobson, Ph.D.

In a reading scene full of
promising new ideas, the blessedly
simple concept of repeated readings is
helping to free children and
teachers- from the idea that the
printed word is something to be read
once and then never again. For several
years the professional literature has
bubbled with news of good theory and
practice, showing us that reading or
hearing the same text many times
enriches our understanding of it. An
excellent review of the literature on the
advantages of repeated readings is
provided in Sarah L. Dowhower's
recent article in The Reading Teacher
(1989).

For beginning readers, three readit-again short text techniques sentence invention, sentence transformation and sentence construction offer useful supplements to the
standard repeated reading methods:
Reader's Theater, predictable books,
echo reading, choral reading, partner
reading, reading with tapes, and
listening to stories and poems repeatedly. The short text techniques
provide for repeated readings at the
sentence and word level, making use of
children's already well-developed
language to build facility in reading. In
contrast to a skills drill approach, these
mini repeated readings enable children
to read and use words repeatedly in
context,· applying their ,own prior
knowledge to exercise control over

written as well as spoken language.
The techniques can be considered
on a continuum based on the length of
the text which is read, and the attention
to the written word which each
requires. In sentence invention, a few
words constitute the text. Children
focus on written words, creating spoken
sentences in which the written words
are significant elements. In sentence
transformation, many words and a
sentence are the text. Children place
written words in the context of a
written sentence, using their sense of
syntax and semantics to create sentence
variations. Sentence assembly is the
technique most closely bound to the
written text; here the text consists of
words, a sentence, and one page in a
book. Children use graphemic, as well
as syntactic and semantic, clues to form
written words into a sentence, and then
scan the page of written text in which
the sentence appears. In contrast to the
other techniques, reading is typically
silent, rather than oral.
Sentence invention
Sentence invention is a group or
whole-class activity which calls for
repeated reading at the word level.
Children devise spoken sentences
which incorporate written words, so the
technique draws on language facility
and reasoning ability, and encourages
divergent thinking.
Beginning readers who are

developing a sight vocabulary need
many opportunities to read words
before their recognition reaches the
level of automaticity. Traditional
methods of introducing vocabulary as a
prereading activity often engage limited
interest and attention, and do not elicit
repeated readings. The sentence
invention technique, suggested to me
by Mati Kami, a former WMU student,
is a lively alternative to vocabulary
introduction and a supplement to story
prediction activities.
To prepare children for reading or
hearing a new story, scan the story to
identify significant words - nouns,
verbs, adjectives on which the story
depends. Word choice should be based
on the importance of the words in the
text, not on extraneous features such as
sound/ spelling patterns or occurrence
on word lists. Write the words
separately on cards, making several
cards for every word; words which are
especially important in the story
should appear on many cards. The
completed card pack should be large
enough to enable each participant to
receive three. If the story to be read
were the delightful easy-to-read classic,
Red Fox and His Canoe, by Nathaniel
Benchley (1964), I'd choose these words:
want, canoe (most cards), bigger, sleepy,
bear (many cards), otters, raccoon,
moose, friend, paddle, fish, broke.
Shuffle the cards and hand out
three different words to a person or
small group; making sure that children
can consult each other and you to
identify unfamiliar words. In this case,
because one of the words - want - is
frequently misread, I'd be sure to name
it: "Who has a card with want? Good!
W, A, N, Tl There's another want card;
there's another."
Tell the children to make up
sentences which use one or more of

their words, allow a short time for
thought and peer consultation, and then
go! Children give their sentences; you
repeat and commend them. Make the
process quick and lively. What will
emerge? The possibilities are virtually
limitless: "I want a bigger canoe."
"There's a sleepy bear in my canoe." "A
moose was paddling a canoe." "I don't
want to fish with a bear." "I see a
raccoon and some otters and a lot of
fish." "My canoe broke because some
bears stepped on it." "The bear wants a
fish." "My friend saw a moose." (Is it all
right to use alternate forms of words paddling, wants, bears? Certainly!) ·
The activity may be repeated after
children trade cards. In an expansion of
sentence invention, children may write
sentences on oaktag strips with a class
goal of seeing how many different
sentences can be generated - thus
yielding yet more reading material.
Through sentence invention, children
repeatedly read and hear words which
are essential to the story, and if the
teacher then wishes to elicit predictions
about the story, the sparks for a fine
discussion are there.
Sentence transformation
Sentence transformation is the
gradual changing of a written sentence,
through word substitution, one word at
a time. In contrast to sentence
invention, which works equally well as
a group or whole class activity, this
technique is best for use with small
groups of three or four children. At first
the activity should be teacher-led, but
sturdily prepared materials can be used
by groups of children as a free-choice
reading activity.
For each sentence transformation
set, choose one sentence from the text of
a published story or poem, a classprepared language experience story, or
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a child's original story. Divide an
oaktag strip into as many equally-wide
sections as there are words in the
sentence, and write one word in each
section. Suppose the sentence chosen is
I saw two gray squirrels climbing up a
tree. The strip would then have nine
sections, with the section for I as large
as the section for squirrels. The next
step is to prepare a large stack of word
cards, each the width of a section,
containing
words
which
are
syntactically interchangeable with
words in the sentence.
In choosing words, keep in mind
that sentences which are syntactically
sensible but semantically odd - I saw
two gray elephants climbing up a tree,
- are fun to read, but that words will
be substituted one at a time, so every
substitution must be syntactically
sound. There were two gray squirrels
climbing up a tree. is a reasonable
sentence, but neither there nor were can
be sensibly placed in the original
sentence singly, so neither of those
cards should be in the pack.
Notice, in the list below of
possible cards for the "squirrels"
sentence, that some words can be used
in more than one section: People saw
two gray squirrels climbing up a tree. or
I saw two gray people climbing up a
tree. To allow these variations, don't use
graphemic clues; that is, don't include
any punctuation on the cards, and
capitalize only proper nouns.

I

people, Jenny, Karen, Larry,
Mark (use names of children
in the class)
saw
watched, heard, found,
discovered
two
eighty, some, silly
gmy
purple, enormous, beautiful,
horrible
squirrels elephants, mice, frogs, robots

climbing chopping, running, tearing
!!Pdown
!!
the, our, my, their
tree
flower, house, school, ladder
Put the shuffled pack of word
cards and the sentence strip in front of
the children and read the sentence,
encouraging them to join in the reading
chorally. In turn, each child takes a
word card, places it over one of the
words in the current sentence, and
reads the newly-created sentence.
Suppose the top five words in the pack
are frogs, ladder, chopping, house and
beautiful. The resulting sentences will
be I saw two gray frogs climbing up a
tree, I saw two gray frogs climbing up a
ladder, I saw two gray frogs chopping
up a ladder, I saw two gray frogs
chopping up a house, and, as the fifth
transformation, either I saw beautiful
gray frogs chopping up a house, or_l
saw two beautiful frogs chopping up a
house.
As children continue to draw and
place cards, and read the sentences,
their creations will be endlessly varied:
Karen found enormous purple frogs
chopping down our school. Mark
discovered some silly robots climbing
up the ladder. Tenny heard eighty
horrible mice tearing down my flower.
Is the fun done when the original
sentence strip is piled high with all the
word cards? Not at all! Children now
take turns removing one card at a time
and reading the new sentences they
create. Usually by this time all the
children have a good sense of the
sentence because of the many repeated
readings; moreover, every new sentence
that is revealed when a word card is
removed will be syntactically correct.
This portion of the activity can move
very rapidly, although some children
enjoy taking time to consider what

word to remove. (When the children's
own names are included in the word
cards, for example, there's often careful
maneuvering to have one's own name
reappear, and stay in the sentence as
long as possible.)
The sample sentence given here is
accompanied by 32 word cards. If all
the cards are placed and then removed,
there will be at least 64 repeated
readings. What's best of all is that each
sentence read will be different - a
source of delight and pride to its creator
- but only minimally different, and
therefore easy to read.
A caution to the teacher is in
order. Of the three mini repeated
reading
techniques,
sentence
transformation calls for the most
teacher-student interaction. The
teacher's role is to move the process
along rapidly and happily, so this is not
the time to encourage "sounding out"
or to comment on children's progress.
(It's good practice for the teacher to
speak only to read words or sentences.)
At the beginning of the activity the
teacher will be reading frequently - as
a facilitator, not as an instructor or
corrector. If word cards are misplaced
- I beautiful two gray squirrels
climbing up a tree - the teacher can
read the sentence quickly as it stands
and then give the card back, to the same
child, for replacing. If the child remains
puzzled, tap a section where the card
will fit. When the new word has been
well placed, read the sentence along
with the child. (If other children
spontaneously read along, that's
wonderful!)
Sentence construction
Sentence construction is a puzzlesolving activity in which children
reassemble the separated words of a
text sentence. The activity is self-

correcting, so children can work
individually or in pairs. In the process,
children combine word recognition
skills with knowledge of syntactic,
semantic and graphemic clues to
arrange words into a sentence, and then
scan a page of text to compare their
construction with the sentence in the
book.
A set of sentence construction
puzzles can be prepared, based on any
text for which multiple classroom
copies are available. Texts which are at
the children's independent reading
level are best. Even if most children find
the text easy to read, they will find
assembling the sentences a challenging
task.
For each puzzle, choose a sentence
and write each word on a separate
piece of stiff paper. (3x5 cards cut into
quarters are a good size.) Include
adjacent punctuation; for example, if
the sentence is My mom said. "Are you
ready now?" there will be seven cards
and the third, fourth and seventh cards
will be said, and "Are and now?"
respectively. On the back of each card,
write the number of the page on which
the sentence appears, and put the slips
in a small envelope. Make a quantity of
puzzles, but choose only one sentence
from any text page.
Once constructed, sentence
puzzles can be used as a free choice
reading activity for years, so sensible
storage is worthwhile. Note on the
envelopes the abbreviated book title,
followed by the page number and the
number of words in the sentence. This
enables you to make repairs if a piece is
lost. If sentence puzzles were
constructed fo Red Fox and His Canoe,
for example, one envelope might be
marked RF 20-7, meaning that the
seven-word sentence appears on page
20 of the Red Fox text.

Introduce sentence construction in
a small group; thereafter it may be used
as an individual, cooperative learning
group, or free choice activity. Each child
chooses an envelope, empties out the
slips of paper, and rearranges them to
form a sensible sentence. When a
sentence has been constructed, the child
turns over any of the word slips to find
the number written there. The child
then turns to that page in the text and
scans to find the sentence there,
comparing the constructed sentence
with the text sentence. If there are
differences, the constructed sentence
may need to be rearranged to conform
to the text pattern, or the decision may
be made that there is more than one
way to arrange the words sensibly.
As children engage in sentence
construction repeatedly, their attention
to punctuation and capitalization will
be sharpened because graphemic clues
are useful in this task. Other advantages
of the activity - besides repeated
reading - are that it provides young
readers with practice in, and a purpose
for, scanning text, and that it engages
them in finding their way around in a
text. (Teachers occasionally forget that
new readers may not be adept at
following directions such as "Turn to
page 47.")
Good independent activities are
ones which are designed to promote
effort and minimize or eliminate
opportunity for errors. According to
this standard, it is a poor idea to
provide "games" in which children read
isolated words independently. In my
years as a reading specialist, I strove
earnestly to discourage the use of such
games after observing children, while
the teacher was engaged elsewhere,
identfying "house" as "horse," "want" as
"went," "saw" as "was" - errors
completely unchalle!:ged by other

players. This problem was noted years
ago (Allington & Strange, 1977) but the
caution is still often unheeded.
Sentence construction includes
built-in correction. When teachers first
learn about this activity, they sometimes
ask whether children will "cheat" by
looking at the number on the back of a
word slip before assembling the
sentence. If this were to happen, the
child's scanning task would be quite
difficult: it is far easier to scan text to
find a sentence than to find a set of
isolated words. After this tedious
scanning, the child would then need to
arrange the word slips to match the text
sentence. All of us try to avoid activities
which are dull or overwhelming, and
children would not willingly undertake
such an unpleasant task. Sentence
construction, like the other mini
repeated reading techniques described
here, is appropriately challenging, and
presents opportunities for success.
Purposeful, pleasurable rereading
These three techniques share the
rationale for other repeated reading
methods: to provide children with
reading pleasure, and a sense of their
own power as successful readers.
Because the focus is on very short text
passages, they are also effective in
building sight vocabulary - but this
effectiveness depends on the teacher's
skill in creating a climate of success.
Sight vocabulary will be developed
only if, when teacher and children
interact, the teacher moves the activity
along rapidly and deftly, sometimes
chiming in with the readings
enthusiastically, sometimes listening to
the children's reading with pride.
The three methods can be
introduced
simultaneously,
or
sequentially. Sentence invention
requires the least sophistication in

reading, and sentence construction the
most. All three methods offer
purposeful, pleasurable opportunities
for repeated readings of short text,
through which beginning readers use
and recognize their language strengths.
Learning is enhanced because the
support provided by prior knowledge,
context and, as needed, peer and
teacher assistance, promotes errorless
practice. Like other repeated reading
activities, these techniques provide
ample encouragement to enjoy and
learn from rereading.
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